
Read carefully the entire ion of the laboratory and the section entitle 
lowing questions b 
rn in t,he complet 

laboratory. 

A cylinder has a length of 3.23 eter of 1.75 cm, an a mass of 65.3 g. 

2. Figure 2.1. shows a v 
reading of the scale? 

le of a reading of a vernier caliper. 

igure 2.2 has its jaws closed. as a zero erron; what 
is it positive or rae ative? Error = crn 

Vernier caliper with i t s  jaws close . Does it have a zero error? 



A series of four measurements of the mass, length, and diameter of a cylinder are 
The results of these measurements are: 

ass 20.6, 20.5, 28.6, and 20.4 
- 2.68, 2.67, 2.65, an 

Diameter - 1.07, 1.05, 1.06, 

standard error for each of the measured quantities and tabulate 
them below. Keep only one 
decima.l places irl the mean 

- - a * ~  = -- 
- 
k - - a~ - 
- 
d = - .  a d  = - 

nsity using equations 3 sand 5. 
and then keep decimal places 

coincide with the standard error. 

Assuming % is a measure of the uncertainty in the density, which is the first 
uncertain digit in the value for the density given in question 4? 

. Assume that only the first measurement for each quantity given in question 4 
was measured. From those single values of mass, length, and diameter, calculate 
the density. How many significant figures would be justified based on the signif- 
icant figures of the measured quantities? 
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as its mass per unit volu 
ty are k g h 3 ,  it is also very com 
asurements on several cylinder 

will be made to accomplish the following objectives: 
L Determination of the mass of the cylin 
2, Determination of the lengths and diameters of the cylinders 
3. Calculation of the density of t e cylinders and comparison with the 

accepted values of the density of the metals 
4. Determination of the uncertainty in the value of the calculated den- 

sity caused by the uncertainties in the measured mass, length, and 
diameter 

I. Three solid cylinders of fferent metals (aluminum, bra 
(These cylinders should e cut fmm a metal rod by ha 

em. to introduce some uncestainty in their len 
also be useful if they were ground non iformly along their length in. 
order to introduce uncertainty in thei 

2. Vernier calipers 
3. Laboratory balance an 

easure the density of' three metal cylinders. In 
rectly the mass, length, and diameter of a cyli 

ty from these directly measured quantities. T h e  most gen- 
eral definition per unit vohme, which can vary througho~l~t the 

fo'onnly If the mass in arm object is ed 
nsity p is defined as the total mas ed 

ct. In equation farm t 
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is its length. Using e 
gives 

unit mass is the same for 
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Bdbre any mea~.ulpemer~t~ are mads, the balance shod be zeroed. Adjus tnrents 
can bda made ir; Lhe positior~ of a nut on a horizontal screw to ensure that the balance 
occurs with no mass trnl either pan ivherr the permanent sliding weight is at the zero 
positf on 
'The leng%h and diameter. of the metal cylinder will with a vernier 

caliper. Aetr~iaUy~ a ealipcr any device used to de rmine thickness: the diameter of 
ap.3 abject, or the distance tween two surfaces. en tlaey are in the form of two 
legs fas ether with a rivrt, ss they c II pivot about the fastenc 
form ens Inboraioa-y consists of a fixe rule containing one jaw 
jaw with a wrnier scnlc that slides along the Gxed-rule scale. 
has two parts pointing i n  apposite dlsections. The span between $ 

used to measure the inside diameler betweea two surfaces. As 
used to vjllrcasule thc rnside dimxe~er 0 

t a w ~  between lower jaw2 is a measures of the orrtsi 

ed on the wazai~i w d e  1-cm major divisions for which there is 
number. On the main s c d e  arc also ten 1-mm divisions 
ivisions. The I-tam marks are not la 

is the !lame gfmera t o  any scale that aids in i n te  
This vernier i s  marked with a scale whose alignmen 

rule scale allows int etweere the 1-mrn 
1x1 accuracy or, in o t o  the nearest 0. 

Vernier caiipers. (Photo courtesy of Sargent-WJeIch Scientific Co.) 
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A measurement is ma by closing the jaws on some object a 
tion of the zero mark on e vernier and which one of bhe vernie 
with some mark on the fixed-rule illustrated in Figure 2.5. The position 
of the zero mark of the vernier sc first two significant figures (2.0 em in 

gure 2.41, and the interpolation 2.1 cm for this ease is given by 
e fact that the sixth mark beyo s best aligned with a mark on 

the fixed-rule scale. Thus, the reading in tlai cm. Study this example 
carefully to be sure that the instructions on h vernier caliper are clear. 
If the example is not clear, consult your instructor for additional elp in reading 
these scdes. 

Alignment of 
vernier with 
fixed scale 

Vernier 
Zero 
Mark -- 

Figure 2.5 Iliustration of vernier caliper reading of 2.06 cm. 

Before making any measurements it should be determined whether the vernier 
calipers read zero when the jaws are closed. If the calipers do not read zero when 
the jaws are closed, they are said to have a zero error. A correction must be made 
for each measurement made with the calipers. If the vernier zero is to the right sf 
the fixed-scale zero when zero error is negative. Note the 
mark on the vernier scal e fixed scale, and subtract that 
number of 0.01-cm units from each measurement. For example, if the third mark to 
the right of the vernier zero is aligned with the fixed scale when the jaws are closed, 
then each measurement should ave 0.03 cm subtracted from it. On the other hand, 
if the vernier zero is to the left f the fixed-scale zero, then the zero error is posi- 
tive. In that case, find w elrnier mark is a with the fixed scale. Then the 
number of places to the the 10 mark on rnier scale at which the align- 
ment occurs is the number of 0.01-cm units to d to the reading. If, for exam- 
ple, the alignment occurs at the 7 mark on ier scale, since that is three 
marks to the left of the 10 mark, then 0.03 cm should be a ded to the reading. 

alance and calib etermine the mass of each 
s. Make four ind urernents for each of the 

cylinders and record the resu 

Ire four separate readings for the vernier cal 
four values in the Data ero correction as p 

vernier zero is to the right of -scale zero. Record it as negative if the 
vernier zero is to the left of the 



Using the vernier calipers, easrare the len 
als of the ruaeasuremenie of the the 

. Using the vernier calipers, measure the 
four separate trials of the measurement of 
the diameter at four different positions al 

e variation. in diameter of the cylinders. R 
Data Table. 

-- 
Calculate the me error aLw for the four measurements of 

sults in the Calculations Table. Keep 
d l;ben keep the number of 

with the decimal places of the standard 
error. 

Determt-ne the measured lien ametes for each trial by making the appro- 
priate! zero ea~ec t i on  to ea culating the means d 

the standard err a~ for each cylinder. Record the results in 
re in the standard 
that coincides with 

Using equation 3, calculate the density p of each of the cylinders. Use the anem 
values f o ~  the mass, diarne n@h. Calculate the standard error of t 
density p using equation 5 .  e results in the Calculations Table. Agam 

only one significant rros and then ep the number 
eimal places in the ees in the stan- 

of this laboratory, assume t y of aluminum is 2.70 
nsity of brass is 8.40 g/cm3, a af iron is 7.85 gkrn3. 
percentage error in your res sity of each of these 

metals. 





ame b .  
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.uncertainty in the measured value o fp  to be given by cup Taking the 
ap as the decimal. plac is uncertain, how many sig- 
ated for each sf the m 

e determined by considera- 

3. Do the measured values of the density p e e  with the acee values of the den- 
sity of these metals within the standar error np? Discuss ipificance of this 
question with respect to  w ether or not there are systematic errors present. 

For the perc error in each of the three quantitie 
and len hich contribute the most to the emor in 
Consider the form of equation 5.) 

Calculate the volume im3) of each of the three cylin 
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